An impressively large mixing capacity and powerful drive system set the MQ Essick PRO20 apart from other mixers available in the market. The PRO20 features a reliable 18.0 horsepower engine and robust hydraulic drive to handle the toughest mixes. Nothing else comes close in performance, dependability or value.

**20 cu.ft. capacity!**

- **Thick drum wrap** — ¼" wrap with ¾" ends to resist abrasion.
- **High torque hydraulic motor** with integral relief.
- **Reduced operator fatigue** — over-center dump and adjustable height — 23" to 43" — enables loading at waist level.
- **Minimizes waste** — built-in spill plate directs excess material back into the tub.

**18 HP Vanguard gasoline engine**

More capacity. More power.

- **Easy machine maneuverability** — convenient access forklift pockets are approachable from any side of the mixer.
- **Readily accessible drive and dump controls** are located above the engine cowling.
- **Fits in the bed of a pickup truck** — 95.7" L x 44.9" W x 58.0" H with legs retracted.
- **Weight** — 2004 lb.

**The choice of the professional mason.**